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Finding new models to sell products and services to rapidly changing audiences across several channels in a rapidly evolving marketplace is tough.

Recently I heard more than my fair share of such talk at various conferences I attended, such as the IRCE B2B conference
(http://focus.irce.com/b2b/keynote-total-omnichannel-convergence-customer-experience-through-brands-stores-web-mobile-and) in Manhattan and the
latest Simulmedia Salon event (http://view.s6.exacttarget.com/?
j=fefa17777c6406&m=fe9a12727663047e75&ls=fe6f16777466047d7716&l=ff65157272&s=fe6815727261047a7414&jb=ffcf14&ju=febe1c71716d0674&r=0)
with Mike Welch of AT&T AdWorks and Dave Morgan of Simulmedia. At both events I found the common theme of convergence, but through a different
lens, so to speak.

At the IRCE conference, achieving convergence was more about enhancing the omni-channel marketing of products to what the target audience really
wants (especially in the age of social media). But, at the other end of the spectrum, at the Simulmedia event convergence was defined much differently.
There, the process consisted of marrying various addressable audiences with defined demographics acquired via cable set-top boxes, triangulated with
Experian demographics and psychographics data, then marrying the data to mobile devices that are connected to Wi-Fi networks in the same household,
so as to get a more targeted “addressable ad.”

But selling advanced technologies to a fairly non-technical audience requires that sales associates first understand the technology they are selling, and
then are comfortable explaining it to everyone – a rare talent, even today.

I also learned that convergence models that functioned well for a long time are ready to change. When I interviewed Robert D’Loren, the chief executive
(CEO) of Xcel Brands (who owns Isaac Mizrahi, Judith Ripka, and the Liz Claiborne NY line), I found that fashion brands view convergence in terms of
trend forecasting, and it turns out to a top-down, pyramidal approach.

Here’s what I mean. D’Loren addressed my interest in color and trend forecasting for fashion by looking at convergence in fashion brands through the lens
of a pyramid structure. His experience was first solidified for him several years earlier in the offices of Peter Max, a well-known POP artist he worked with
in the past.

In fact, Peter Max, had a big Lucite pyramid sitting on, or near his desk, about 3 feet high, that encapsulated how information filters down to fashion and
social media. On the very top of the pyramid was art, then comes music and film, then comes tech and architecture, and now there is a new layer called
“social” (social media), and at the bottom of that pyramid was fashion. So, trendsetting for omni-channel fashion brands (which focuses now on the TV
screen to sell) in this context is a top-down approach where brands set the trends for what they want their consumers to buy, rather than supply them with
accessories they really want.

I think the real problem with the pyramidal top-down model is that it’s very “analog” at its core, with designers working with creative teams at brands who
feed them intelligence of what customers want, who are then working closely with analytics data and omni-channel analytics from large retail merchants.
What we need is a means to “invert the pyramid,” so that designers are listening and really want to learn what their customers really want, instead of
relying entirely on the analog trend-spotting capabilities of a handful of a few top designers.

In both cases, convergence, and its analytics, was limited by the inability to better leverage and explain the technologies they have, more and more, come
to rely on. Maybe it doesn’t have to be this way, and maybe it won’t be, sometime in the near future, as newer technologies converge and mature.
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